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The word of the family
and Chairman of the Board
Dear colleagues, friends,

company. It’s also imperative to innovate. We are replacing
routine processes with automation in places where it makes

The terms “home office” and “Teams calls” rank amongst

economic or commercial sense. We want to smartly use SW

the most frequently used words linked to the year 2021.

and HW solutions that always focus on the customer, as they

That’s because completing tasks and solving problems often

provide them with lower costs or new added value. This is

took place remotely via the tools offered to us by today’s

the only way that we remain our clients’ preferred choice.

technologies. Many market sectors were radically struck and
paralysed by COVID-19. We can’t speak of winners and losers

In the food production division, the largest change in modern

here, as this wasn’t a fair competition. In the market, there

history stands before us. It consists of a gradual shift to-

were the lucky ones and then those hit with misfortune.

wards vegan products and a departure from animal proteins
and fats. Numerous multinational entities, as well as a great

And how did we, the HOPI group, fare during this extraor-

number of startups, are already investing in this area. Rapid

dinary time?

development is taking place here and enormous investments
are on the way. This change is being pulled in primarily by

Sustainably and healthfully! And not only because

the younger generations and themes such as sustainabil-

an overwhelming part of our activities falls in with those

ity and a conscientious approach towards animals and the

who were lucky this year. Your commitment and approach

environment. And what is most interesting about this trend?

to your work were fundamental. For this, everyone involved

Not only will we not be able to tell the difference between

deserves a large ‘thank-you’. You give us the energy and

plant- and animal-based products in the future but, most

desire to continue forward together in realising our vision,

importantly, the production of such food will be cheaper.

which stretches far past the year 2030.

We have started to think in this manner both at Hollandia
and in our gastronomy-related activities. We have to funda-

A considerably thrilling period full of challenges awaits us.

mentally focus on this direction and develop new products

We’re facing an unprecedented rise in costs and energy

and solutions.

prices, inaccessibility of basic resources, and an employee
shortage. We have to react to this situation and emerge

In agriculture, we’re looking forward to the completion

from the onset market changes stronger than before.

of new stables for our dairy cows, together with the addition
of robotic milking machines. We already use zero chemicals,

Many activities must be performed in parallel.

hormones, or fertilisers. Now we’re adding space for the
cows to move about freely as well as unobtrusive milking

Let’s always look first to finding the optimal state with cur-

in the stables. We’re also making preparations for

rent or slightly modified resources. Our customers expect us

territorial growth.

to be intelligent and innovative, to be problem solvers. To this
end, let’s start by humbly cleaning house rather than deciding

In short, we need to be more agile. Let’s not talk too long

to invest in new and expensive technologies. It’s key for us

about what needs to be done, rather let’s get right to it.

to continue to standardise what we’re already doing today.

So, let’s get to work!

We must ensure that our present know-how makes it everywhere it needs to, including even the farthest parts of the

We thank you for working with us in 2021 and we’re looking
forward to spending another year together, and onward into
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the 2030s! :-)
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After a Two-Year Break,
HOPI ACADEMY Is Back in Session
HOPI ACADEMY encourages us to take greater

The Leadership Academy has three levels. The first

responsibility for our individual development, seek inspira-

is cognitive. It focuses on understanding who I am, teaches

tion, and push both ourselves and those around us forward.

how to communicate and convey information in a pleasant

We want it to be a place for developing expertise and one’s

way, and that includes giving unpleasant news, and provides

own personality. A place that supports sharing experiences

advice on how to give feedback. Later on, we concentrate

and time-proven approaches and enables us to help

on basic managerial skills: How to give out and check up on

and support one another.

tasks, how to delegate and lead meetings, and how to work
with time and prioritise tasks. In 2021, we restarted the

In 2021, after having taken a two-year break caused by

programme in Slovakia for local executives. And as soon as

the global pandemic, we once again launched select ed-

we can manage all of these skills and successfully implement

ucational programmes. The first to be reopened was the

them in our daily work, we move on to presentation skills,

Business Academy. This academy is primarily intended for

managing changes, project management, etc.

all colleagues who are looking for new clients, maintaining
relationships with their current clients, and are searching

Also this year, we successfully created a specific programme

for opportunities to meet their demands. The educational

for internal lecturers, which unequivocally contributed

programme is based on the content of their work. It focuses

towards raising the quality of our internal education. When

on basic skills, such as preparing a presentation on servic-

creating the selected programmes, we work together with

es or the actual sale of those services. It also deals with

colleagues who possess the necessary expert knowledge.

negotiations and how to handle the relevant objections that

Together we then assemble a training programme, during

may come. Once the programme is completed, a certificate is

which we utilise various educational activities, including

given. This year, we successfully trained the majority of the

presentation instructions via e-learning as well as on-the-job

business team

trainings. We strive to combine interactive elements such
as working in groups, in pairs, case studies, presentations,

The goal of the Logistics Academy is to deepen and test

quizzes, and competitions.

the knowledge of logistics management in the field of logistics processes. The programme not only helps to standard-

We want to have all of the important information about

ise the logistics processes but also allows the exchange of

education in one place, available with a single click, and

knowledge and ideas between the various countries. Every

accessible to every employee. With this in mind, we are plan-

executive in the logistics division must pass this training.

ning significant system innovations for administration and

The academy is built as a comprehensive educational pro-

management trainings, which will take place as soon

gramme and consists of six modules. This year, we launched

as 2022.

the first module Stock Movements, with additional sections
soon to come.

8

For us, making contact with young people is important, which
is why, in 2021, we once again worked together with secondary school students (Secondary School of Logistics Dalovice,
Vocational Secondary School of Ecology and Food Processing
Veselí nad Lužnicí) as well as university students (Prague
University of Economics and Business, Czech University of
Life Sciences Prague, University of Chemistry and Technology, Prague). We offer excursions, professional lectures,
and the opportunity to prepare one’s diploma thesis with us.
In this way, we want to support cooperation between our
lines of work (logistics, food processing, farming) and an
academic atmosphere. We offer a whole range of opportunities for university graduates, for example, they can enter the
Junior Programme, which even includes internships abroad.
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Katarina Mercelová / HOPI ACADEMY

At HOPI, Sustainability Isn’t
Just a Phrase. And Our Actions
Do All the Talking
Act responsibly towards the environment. Be eco-friendly.
Not only do we have these values displayed on our semitrailers but, more importantly, firmly rooted in HOPI’s DNA.
Our actions speak for themselves. During this past year, we
invested hundreds of millions CZK into technologies that
help reduce our carbon footprint.
The photovoltaic power station on the roof of the warehouse
in Madunice consists of 1,470 panels. The individual segments are connected by a unique system of circuits, which
enables simple and purposeful sustainability. It has 500 kW
of power and saves as much as 100 tonnes of CO2 per year.
One thousand cars produce two thousand tonnes of carbon
dioxide, assuming each of them drives 20,000 km per year.
And that is the exact amount by which our yearly volume of
CO2 emissions is reduced, thanks to the new technologies in
the H3/H4 warehouses in Jažlovice. The project includes the
total reconstruction of the cooling and refrigerating system,
exchanging the lighting, and other energy-saving measures
that utilise waste heat. In this way, our emissions decline at
a rate of 2,023 tonnes of CO2 per year. Over the next two
years, we will further invest in increasing our energy
efficiency so we can reduce our yearly carbon footprint
by 6,620 tonnes of CO2.
We also had being eco-friendly in mind when redeveloping
our oldest distribution centre in Klášterec nad Ohří. When
renovating the new hall and HOPI Holding administrative
facilities, we remembered to use insulation, lights, and other
technologies that reduce electrical energy consumption.
These as well as other projects, for instance, our new water
management system, help us keep our commitment to
reduce our carbon footprint, an obligation we made to ourselves and, most importantly, our customers.
10
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Tomáš Neruda / SUSTAINABILITY

LOGISTICS
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LOGISTICS – HOPI – CZ, SK, PL, HU, RO, FISH HUB

HOPI Logistics 2021

From history, we know that crises place new challenges

Moving the Polish warehouse not only required the need to

before us in every aspect of business. Those who stand up

increase capacity for the current partners, but also to obtain

to the test are left feeling enriched with new experiences,

sufficient space for the development of new activities, espe-

stronger, and more competitive.

cially in the field of e-commerce. That is why I am happy that
Robert and his team managed to set the fulfilment centre

However, who of us has had the chance to experience

operation in motion. Considering the expected trend that will

and prepare for a similarly difficult time as the one that has

see a significant part of sales shifting to the online environ-

confronted us daily over the past two years? We secured the

ment, this is a crucial part of our growth strategy.

basic operations necessary to run our companies and even
took upon ourselves part of the responsibility for the health

And last but not least, our transport activity is worth

and safety of our workers and their families. In such demand-

mentioning. We’re working on developing a distribution

ing and unpredictable situations, individuals’ capabilities and

system in individual countries (in 2021, we launched distri-

maturity quickly came to light, just as with the harmony and

bution in Romania) and we’re also focusing on the area of

level of cooperation seen both in the team and the company

international transport. It’s here that we expanded our scope

as a whole. With a time of crisis come winners and losers.

by adding maritime and air transport. You’ll read more on

We’re proud that, despite these challenging conditions,

the subject of HOPI Global Solutions in the following pages

we managed to maintain a high standard of logistics and

of this Event Book. We also can’t forget our Fish Hub, which

transport, and in several areas, even managed to raise

now has another year of growth behind it, supported by

the bar to the next level.

successful activities such as Prague Mussel Week. Together
with his team, Pierre is working on an array of other develop-

In 2021, we successfully launched a number of new projects

mental projects that will help fulfil the ambitious plan

that are set to become the foundation for further prosperous

for the future.

The year 2021 is behind us now and new goals and other

This places pressure on all of us, and it’s up to us to handle it.

development. For warehousing logistics, I would like to share

challenges await us going forward. We have to deal with

And to do so, we need to be innovative, fast, progressive, and

two things: The opening of the new warehouse for Nestlé

acute labour shortages, a scarcity of necessary materials,

agile. We have to learn from our own mistakes, find inspira-

in Prostějov and the transfer of activities for our partner

and the inaccessibility of technological components. We’re

tion all around us and, most importantly, continue with our

Mondelēz into the new warehouse in Mszczonów, Poland.

facing an unprecedented level of inflation, a lack of transport

great teamwork, just as we did in 2021.

Both of our key partners evaluated these projects as quite

capacities, increases in rent costs, and many other factors.

successful. From the service level and project management
points of view, they described these projects as the benchmark for activities of this type. We truly appreciate receiving
such feedback and we’re glad to see we can successfully set
a standard that is a direct challenge for our competition.

14
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Jiří Mlích / HOPI LOGISTICS 2021

HOPI CZ
We Are Facing
the Pandemic Successfully

One particularly important structural project is the total
change of our refrigerating and cooling technologies.
We began in the H3/H4 refrigerating operation and are gradually exchanging the technology in the other warehouses.
The new, modern facilities significantly reduce the burden
on the environment and create a foundation for the further
development of one of our crucial warehousing services.
I would like to highlight the outstanding cooperation of the
teams from the technical department and the warehouse

Ladies and gentlemen, dear colleagues,

the entire project team as well as every colleague involved

leadership, given that the entire project took place while

for their high level of professional commitment and the

the warehouse was in full operation.

Once again, the year 2021 was particularly interesting in the

enormous amount of energy they injected into the success-

Czech Republic!

ful launch of the project. For us, the greatest reward is the

Within the scope of gradually improving the working

response from our client, who evaluated this complicated

environment, this year we completely modernised the

and expansive transfer quite positively.

administrative building in Klášterec as well as the entire

The COVID-19 pandemic impacted everything. By accepting

facilities of the logistics area.

the safety measures and taking a responsible approach, we
managed to deal with the wave of the illness in the spring,

Under the guidance of our colleagues from the technical

ensure services for our clients, and maintain a safe environ-

department, we built a new, modern warehouse in Klášter-

The priority project in the area of increasing productivity

ment inside the company. We had our procedures evaluated

ec this year, thus expanding the capacity of its long-term

in the warehousing operations is the implementation of the

externally and received back a certificate as a “COVID Safe”

partner, the company Korunní. That equates to an overall

newly defined WHS 2.0 standards. In close collaboration with

company.

amount of space for 9,000 pallets. Everything was arranged

the HOPI Holding Operations team, we’re introducing the

in accordance with the project plan, meaning this client too

required organisation in the individual warehouses, which

was satisfied with the project’s completion.

will provide both multifunctionality and flexibility. In this way,

Unfortunately, the current number of infected individuals

we’re reacting to our clients’ increasing demands and the

is rising, which is why we must be prepared to continue upholding the established regulations and respect the relevant

As part of expanding the warehousing capacity in the cold

overall trend of reducing delivery times and order “atomisa-

measures. An essential preventative element of suppressing

storage warehouse in Prostějov, and after having reached an

tion”. The achieved results are driving us towards fulfilling our

the epidemic is getting vaccinated and I’m quite happy to say

agreement with the client, we successfully moved the Tesco

set goals and creating optimal settings for the warehousing

that, at HOPI CZ, we reached a higher vaccination percentage

provider supplies to the warehouse in Madunice. The transfer

processes for the coming period.

than the statewide average. HOPI fully supports vaccina-

went quite well and with zero impact on customer service.
We’re also preparing something new for our VAS and

tions and I’m glad that, by cooperating with our partner for
the medical service field, we were able to organise several

Our strengthened transport acquisition team was successful

transport services. We’re primarily focusing on innovation,

rounds of vaccinations right on company grounds. We have to

in acquiring additional forwarding clients. In particular, we

automation, and reducing the administrative burden.

learn to live with COVID-19, we’ll deal with it the same way

managed to expand forwarding from Slovakia to the Czech

We want to implement the new standards next year. As for

we’ve dealt with any other challenge. I thank you all for your

Republic. According to the goals we set, the internation-

transport, our goal is to introduce a new distribution system

responsible approach.

al transport team also received additional contracts. This

that grants us greater flexibility and supports the further

supported our strategy of expanding another type of logistics

potential of forwarding contracts.

In 2021, the full launch of the central warehouse in Prostějov

services as part of HOPI.
I would like to take this opportunity and thank all our

for our partner Nestlé was a fundamental customer project.
After having consolidated warehouses in the Czech Repub-

I would like to thank all our colleagues who helped in gaining

colleagues for their commitment and the results achieved

lic and Slovakia, supply has reached nearly 40,000 pallets.

and realising all of the above-mentioned projects. Now, our

this year. We still have great, interesting challenges before

It brings me joy knowing that we successfully ensured the

goal is to maintain a high level of services and also retain the

us, and, just as in the past, we'll surely overcome them!

onset “from zero to 100”, all without significant impact to

acquired contracts going forward.

the services provided for our customers. I would like to thank

16
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Pavel Pravec / HOPI CZ

HOPI SK
Fortune favours the bold
This last year, we grew accustomed to having fewer meetings

project: Automate the billing services process. Standardising

in person, as COVID-19 made holding them more challenging.

processes makes our work easier and eliminates the risk of

We adjusted to every measure and regulation with flexibility

making mistakes. The time saved is also important. Thanks

and, alongside our everyday hard work, we even dared

to the cooperation of an external company, we managed to

to start working on new projects.

take into account all of our requirements and it didn’t take
long to see the first results. Days of work quickly shrunk to

The small-scale or carton distribution project began at the

a mere few hours, meaning our colleagues have more time

start of the year. It came about from the need to expand our

to focus on our clients.

services and assimilate to the needs of our customers. Currently, the reigning trend is one of smaller orders that need to

COVID-19 impacted the way the entire market behaves and

be delivered to collection points, i.e., to small businesses. The

functions, something felt by all of us. We too have a rather

project’s motto “Hope in every village” is apt, and we want to

challenging and turbulent year behind us. The incredibly pow-

ensure small-scale distribution across the entire country.

erful wave of COVID-19 verified our strength in Madunice and
Senec. We would like to thank our colleagues who supported

Just as we remained profitable during the first COVID-19

our company during these difficult times of employee short-

crisis, we didn’t ease up during the second. We completed

ages, with their loyalty and responsible approach to getting

the 1st phase of modernising our warehouse in Madunice,

work done. We stood strong in the face of this test. We would

and we’re quite happy to now be producing our own green

also like to thank our business partners for another year

electricity in the photovoltaic power station on the roof

of successful collaboration. We’re already looking forward

of the cold store. The year 2021 also saw the start of a pro-

to new joint projects.

ject to expand the warehousing capacity of frozen products.
It included expanding the compound, modifying the roads,
and building a new cold store for frozen products.
The scheduled capacity is already nearly full. Apart from
these projects, we also decided to invest in the modernisation of the current cold stores. The new refrigeration units
not only use less energy but, most importantly, they’re
better for the environment.
In this day and age, automation is now a necessity, not
simply an option. We’re well aware of this reality, which is
why we performed an analysis of our internal processes once
the modernisation and automation of our warehouses were
complete. Based on the results, we decided to launch a pilot

18
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Peter Vörös / HOPI SK

HOPI PL
2021 Was a Challenging
but Successful Year
E-COMMERCE

Moving to a new warehouse

2021 was a critical year for us, both in terms of building

We arranged with Mondelez to move to a new warehouse

the eHopi brand and the fulfilment services for our e-shops.

at the start of 2020. In December 2020, the project team

At this point, Hopi Poland has already set up the necessary

Mondelez & Hopi had milestones in place and presented

operating structure to serve its first customers, which include

them to the Management Committee during the inaugural

the likes of Kondrat Wina Wybrane (multi-channel wine

project meeting.

distribution), WK DZIK (energy drinks distributed to retail
chains), and HEAVENLY SWEETS (sweets from Great Britain

Despite the powerful Polish winter and restrictions caused

and the USA sold via Amazon platforms).

by the COVID-19 pandemic, we met every promised deadline
and built an entirely new warehouse in Mszczonow with

SOCHACZEW CO-PACKING

the developer P3. This new warehouse is intended for the
Mondelez company as well as new e-commerce clients. Since

Even despite the difficult period and delays that occurred

July 2021, the operation has run at this new location without

in many of the scheduled activities, the potential of the

seeing any major hiccups.

automated line for the DRP projects was successfully realised in Sochaczew. The team now uses the experience
it gained to improve and streamline the SRP projects.
IFD
In January 2021, we successfully combined two teams into
one. The team now works from its official office in Warsaw.
We also maintained our most important clients, meaning
Samsung and Mondelez, and received more than 40 new
clients from various sectors.

20
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Robert Korczakowski / HOPI PL

HOPI HU
We’re Increasing Efficiency
Both on Land and at Sea
In 2021, the stormy sea of Hungary’s logistics business was

transport, we quickly expanded our number of orders,

just as volatile and unpredictable as the year before. Further

and this freshly instated service became self-sufficient

waves of the COVID-19 pandemic shook the international

in less than 6 months.

supply chains and local distribution networks alike.
After long-winded negotiations, BREXIT finally came into

We were only able to achieve all of this thanks to our most

force and brought with it associated consequences for

valuable asset: Our people. With great effort, we strove all

distributing goods to the United Kingdom. Global capacity

year to ensure environmental safety for all of our colleagues.

issues arose, especially on the intercontinental market

Our well-thought-out measures implemented to prevent

of maritime transport. The driver shortage in all of Europe

the spread of COVID-19 paid off and infection decreased

resulted in challenging traffic situations. We, however, were

significantly in our workplace. Our new colleagues completed

successful in overcoming all of these difficulties and man-

comprehensive trainings that enabled them to quickly and

aged to deliver not only thousands of parcels but also ensure

effectively adapt to their new positions. Parallel to them, our

a sustainable operation.

current employees were given the opportunity to switch over
to new positions in various departments and fields of work.

The Hungarian team also advanced in implementing various
projects, whose goal is to increase efficiency. We began with
intensity to utilise the project management system Monday.
com, introduced new stages of FORTE and PROMES, and successfully developed and implemented new and tailor-made
EDI links to key customers’ TMS software. We’re determined
to become more eco-friendly and socially responsible.
We acquired new lorries and trailers, actively took part in
campaigns focused on the safety of cyclists, such as the “1.5
metres” project, and transformed our freezing plant into
a more energy-efficient facility. To raise the productivity
of the VAS Department, we employed a new sorting line.
We also extended our strategic agreements with significant
clients, which provides us with a stable foundation for
further development.
For the first time in its history, HOPI has set sail. With our
newest service, we entered the global market of maritime
transport. Thanks to our highly experienced team, complete
with comprehensive knowledge from the field of maritime

22
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Zoltán Matisa / HOPI HU

HOPI RO
Domestic Distribution and VAS – New
Highlights in the HOPI Romania Portfolio
In light of the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic, 2020 was

Our business first took off last year, however, this year,

particularly difficult. What followed was a new year that

we chose to throw ourselves into the world of domestic

brought with it an array of uncertainties to our business.

transport. The primary step was investing in our own fleet;
after only 12 months of doing business, HOPI Romania owns

We were all curious how the world would adjust to the new

29 semi-trailers. We then began distribution in Romania,

regulations, how we would react to the altered environ-

with our main clients being Carrefour and Procter & Gamble.

ment, and how effectively we would be able to do business.

Our fleet and subcontractors from the Domestic Transport

We were slow to take off in the first few months, however,

Department cover over 300,000 km per month. We also

during the second half of the year, the situation improved,

intensively developed our distribution network and prepared

i.e., our volume returned to the levels we saw before the

new transport services for the Romanian market.

pandemic.
COVID-19 impacted us the most in the area of international
In our warehouse, the year 2021 was marked by the imple-

transport. At the start of the year, we struggled with uncom-

mentation of projects that we planned together with the

monly low volume levels. In spite of this, we tried with great

company Procter & Gamble. The true success we’ve seen

effort to keep the business on the right path. During the

brings us joy as we continue to increase the effectiveness of

second half of the year, new challenges appeared: A capacity

our warehousing operation. Alongside the client, we’re work-

shortage on the transport market, increased diesel prices,

ing on other projects to further increase performance and to

and an increase in client demands. Thanks to the profession-

ensure our enterprise remains sustainable over the long run.

alism of our IFD team, we managed to cope with these issues
and create a sizeable base for further IFD development

2021 brought new items to our warehouse, where we’ve

in Romania.

been providing VAS for Procter & Gamble since September.
Even though we had little time to prepare, we successfully

I’m pleased that, despite the difficult months, HOPI Romania

met the expected capacity by the agreed-upon deadline,

is going into 2022 stronger than before. We’re prepared for

with zero issues reflecting quality. All this was possible

further development. This is because we have a small but

thanks to our team’s admirable commitment and helpful-

enthusiastic team that can adjust to the changes and react

ness. After all, it’s all about people.

to the needs of our partners.

In Bucharest, our small but enthusiastic team supports our
client Fate. With the team’s help, everything ran without
a hitch all year long.
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Florin Posteuca / HOPI RO

HOPI Fish Hub
A Changeful, Interesting,
and Volume-Increasing 2021
Business with fish is always changing. Those involved in this

managing to adjust to the market changes and the new

field (known as “fishmongers”) have to always be on their

situation. Great job, we’re all in this together!

guard and follow the changes in the market as well as supply
and demand.

Once again, the third annual Prague Mussel Week (PMW)
saw great success. We’re sticking to the saying “Never

Sourcing fish and seafood is a truly demanding discipline

Change a Winning Team”, which means the shellfish supplier

that presents an everyday challenge for buyers. And not only

was Krijn Verwijs (PREMIER) of Yerseke, Netherlands, and

in terms of prices but primarily quality. That rings especially

the logistics partner was Kotra from Seafoodways. Our two

true if you need these goods in Central Europe, Prague,

wholesalers, Makro and Caviar Club, sold 23,000 kg of

or more specifically, at HOPI CEE Fish Hub (HFH) in Jažlovice.

mussels during PMW. In 64 partner restaurants, amazing

The journey from the coast across all of Europe and to its

meals made with mussels were sold and three retailers

final destination needs to run like a “Swiss watch”. HFH

(Albert, Kaufland, and Košík) also got in on the action.

manages this well, and not only for the Czech market but also

The bottom line: Over the course of a single week, 50,000

for an additional seven Central-European countries.

meals made with mussels were eaten, which is nearly twice

Our platform operates seven days a week to guarantee the

last year’s amount. Many of the restaurant owners were

best services for our customers. For our team, that means

beyond happy with the results. We have to thank our

facing daily challenges all year long. Every week, 350 to 500

PR team for their incredible work as well as anyone who

tonnes of fish and seafood pass through HFH.

took part in the project.

Just as with last year, our VAS division successfully met more

Our heads are already filled with plans for 2022. New ideas,

than the expected volume in retail. 2021 was advantageous

new markets, new partners! Exciting challenges await us and,

and brought with it interesting growth. It’s obvious that the

at HFH, we’re ready for them. I would like to thank everyone

pandemic impacted the population’s purchasing behaviour,

on my team as well as the HOPI Holding team. Closing deals,

and the volumes of our wholesale partners aren’t declining.

innovation, support from our partners and distribution

The conclusion is simple: People are eating more fish and

networks... That’s our “fishmonger” world.

seafood as healthy eating habits only become more common.
To this end, we had to make adjustments to VAS and install
a new thermoforming line in order to meet demand.
The machine can produce 40 MAP packages per minute.
We should also take a moment to mention our wholesale
partners. In light of the pandemic, they are undergoing
difficult times. The majority of them found a way to survive,
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Global solution
A Year of Consolidation
& HOPI OCEAN FREIGHT
A Year of Consolidation

The partnerships with our clients grew in strength.

After a challenging 2020, all of us at IFD HOPI5 were hoping

They appreciate our reliability and the extent of our coverage.

the situation would improve in the following year. We knew,

These key factors are opportunities that we can continue to

however, not to expect the coming months to be easy. COV-

build and accelerate the rate of our development even more.

ID-19 and its effects aren’t going away, nor are their impacts
on our entire industry.

From a financial standpoint, we expect a growth in turnover
comparable to 2020, i.e., just above 11%. For 2022, we’re

We quickly realised that 2021 would be about consolidation

planning to see a turnover increase of 20%. We possess

in many areas (customers, subcontractors, our own staff,

the necessary abilities to achieve this goal, and we’re also

and financial controlling). This is because the company has

working on the facilities needed to make it happen.

reached another level of maturity that we are now calling
IFD 2.0. Clear evidence of this is the newly created position

HOPI OCEAN FREIGHT:

of Operation Excellence on the HOPI5 level. The goal of this

We’re Sailing Against a Stormy Sea

position is to further streamline our controlling activities

At the start of 2021, HOPI’s list of logistics services

in the fields of tenders, prices, and submitting solutions.

expanded with a particularly important activity: Global ocean
freight services.

Our colleagues did fantastic work in 2021. In Poland, new
employees were added to our team. The fact that this was

The decision to enter this new area of transport came during

successful can be seen in the numbers that show a triple

the most turbulent of times that the ocean freight market

turnover to last January. Thanks to our new contract that

has seen in decades. Thanks to careful preparations and our

doesn’t expire until July, we managed to consolidate coopera-

powerful professional facilities, however, this new service

tion with P&G in Romania. At the same time, we reversed the

surpassed our expectations. Only after a few months, LCL

trend and reduced our dependence on P&G, thanks to

and FCL parcels began regularly sailing to practically every

the acquisition of new clients. In Hungary, we extended

corner of the world. In the beginning, the team focused on

the contract with NCR, Mondelez brought the most growth

outgoing shipments from Europe to Africa, Asia, the Pacific,

in the Czech Republic, and we strengthened our team

and South America. By the second half of the year, imports

in Slovakia with two new colleagues.

from China began to gain an increasing share, which lead
to a healthy balance in our incoming and outgoing activities.

Through joint efforts, we have successfully mitigated the
risks that have affected the activities of HOPI5 IFD. We also

After only 12 months, we can say that the HOPI company

have to mention the driver shortage, the capacity restric-

gained a reputation as a highly available and reliable service

tions, and the nearly 25% rise in fuel prices. We were under

provider in the area of ocean freight services. As for 2022,

great pressure and were forced to exert every negotiating

we’re certain that HOPI will continue to grow in this new

effort. The result, however, was well worth it. We were suc-

segment and will strive to become a truly global logistics

cessful both in terms of our fleet and customers.

services provider.
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FOODS
LOGISTICS
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FOODS – HOLLANDIA, FINE DINE, PERFECT CANTEEN

Hollandia
New IT Systems
and Production Technology

Rising input prices
After years of boom, the market is starting to experience
a slowdown. The largest retailers predict a year-on-year
decline of around five per cent despite massive investments
at end prices. Some parts of the market have even reported
double-digit declines. Covid has triggered a sharp increase
in input prices (polypropylene, carton, fuel, energy, etc.), soon
reflecting in end prices through the supply chain. Despite

Investments continue

such negative aspects, we should note that yoghurts and
dairy products, in general, constitute part of the so-called

We have invested massively in the technological core of our

basic shopping basket in CEE, which is the least sensitive

production for the second year. This year, we have replaced

to macroeconomic aspects.

the ventilated blocks, commissioned a new natural gas boiler
house, completed the T1 and T2 distribution substations,

We have also continued our preparations for product

relocated the receiving tanks and the CIP for milk reception.

innovations in response to global food FMCG trends.

The old silo was demolished on the purchased land.
As a result, the MTZ colleagues will, for the first time ever,

30th anniversary of our company's existence

have all their materials under one roof in a new warehouse,
just a few metres away from the production site at the end

We have celebrated 30 years of the company's existence

of the year.

in 2021. Unbelievable as it may seem nowadays, not only
our customers have been loyal to us for three decades, but

IT systems implementation

also many of our employees, of whom currently around
80 work in the Krásné Údolí facility. They ensure that every

The transition to SAP S/4HANA was another huge change.

time a customer buys a new cup, they get exactly what they

We have managed to launch this ERP system without

are used to, in the same quality. On the occasion of the anni-

customers experiencing any deterioration in service quality

versary, we have decided to pay tribute to these hearties and

thanks to the support of the in-house IT team. We still have

introduce them to regular and new customers on a limited

a challenging road ahead of us before the software delivers

anniversary edition of the Hollandia Selský bílý 500g, the

any of the instant benefits we defined in the target concept.

legendary yoghurt cup that was the beginning of it all those
30 years ago and is still our flagship product today.

This year, our HR department has implemented a new Target
system to make the IT-sphere more challenging, managing
the entire payroll agenda, including transparent employee
evaluation at the KPI and competency level. We are very
proud to have managed to link Target with the attendance
systém. Thus, the data digitally enters the payroll without
requiring human intervention.
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FineDine
Celebrated Its First Year
Under HOPI’s Wings
This year, FineDine began its transformation from a small,

The new employees from the immediate area quickly grew

select family company into a business with corporate charac-

accustomed to this new method of work, as food production

ter that focuses on the repeatability of well-rounded quality

of this specification is quite simply one-of-a-kind in this

food, product automation, and breaking into the central sales

region. They had to get used to the uncompromising cleanli-

of large multinational chains.

ness of the workplace, the machines, and even themselves.

A year full of learning for the entire company

The first technological changes in production

Long-term employees were trained in a new working meth-

A conveyor belt was added, thanks to which, the workers no

od. The comprehensive coverage of the entire production

longer have to transport products across the production hall.

cycle was changed and each worker became a very specific

They can quickly and efficiently place the products on the belt

part of the mechanism that makes up the whole production

that will then transport them to the following workplace.

process and team. In place of the four-day work cycle with
boarding in the workers’ quarters, we switched to a five-day

Would you like a taste?

working week and commuting to work.
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PERFECT CATERING

Perfect Canteen

Serviced 150 Events In Spite of the Complicated Situation
Even though the catering world practically came to a halt
during the last two years, this period presented Perfect
Catering with new possibilities and the opportunity to work
on its own development. Once the anti-COVID-19 measures
were loosened, the entire team got to work and managed to
complete 150 events, travel 100,000 km, open 5,000 bottles,

EAT PERFECT

PERFECT CANTEEN

and serve over 100,000 guests. There were many events for

Evolving and Planning Big Things

Opened Four New Operations

both new and current clients; particularly noteworthy events
include those for Porsche, J&T Banku, Avast, Sazka, and

In 2021, the Eat Perfect e-shop progressed to the next

This year, Perfect Canteen saw some unpleasant times, just

Memory of Nations. Now, Perfect Catering is already hard at

phase of its development. It managed to establish and test

as the entire field of gastronomy did. This motivated the

work creating new concepts and projects that it will introduce

interesting collaborations with large domestic food retailers,

entire team to increase their tempo when developing a com-

in the coming months.

both on and offline, including the likes of Rohlik.cz and the

prehensive solution for corporate catering that covers both

Albert network of supermarkets. For the entire year, over

small and large clients on the B2B market. Not only does that

150,000 items were sold, 27,000 of which via the e-shop.

include stable canteens and the Perfect Canteen restaurants

The most requested articles were various kinds of soup, with

but also modern alternatives. Clients can use the Perfect

our customers buying them around 80,000 times. Eat Perfect

Canteen online B2B platform as well as the completely new

continues to evolve and adapt to the needs of the market. For

concept of modern modular self-service kiosks called Perfect

instance, it created a line of sauces with a longer shelf-life

Canteen 24/7, which, apart from restaurant-quality frozen

as well as special cooking sets for extraordinary events. New

food, can also offer heated food, fresh coffee, snacks, as well

alternative directions of gastronomy are now represented

as a sit-down option and eco-friendly recycling. Even despite

by an array of plant-based meals that were brought to life

numerous months of the COVID-19 crisis, Perfect Canteen

under the guidance of creative head chef Martin Staněk.

managed to expand with four new operations and strengthen

The company has also expanded its offer to reach the B2B

its standing in both Prague and Brno, where we opened the

segment, and the e-shop is now supplementing services for

largest branch in the company to date, Grand Kitchen Vlněna.

the company Perfect Canteen. Going forward, Eat Perfect
has its sights set on big goals, which include increasing sales,

Since January 2021, Perfect Canteen has been a proud

broadening its portfolio, anchoring itself on the market with

member of the HOPI Gastronomy family.

a new brand identity, and entering the offline retail world.
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AGRICULTURE
LOGISTICS
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AGRICULTURE – FARMA – OTROČÍN, BEMAGRO

Farma Otročín
What Was 2021 Like for Farma Otročín?
Dearest colleagues, beloved friends,

Currently, the administrative preparations for the largest
project in the history of the farm are coming to a head:

2021 is coming to an end, meaning it’s time to look back

The reconstruction and modernisation of the large-scale cow

at what went well as well as what we have learned going for-

house. By the year 2023, we’re planning to fully implement

ward. Again this year, we were faced with the erratic dangers

robotic milking in spacious and comfortable stables for

of the coronavirus crisis, whose consequences also impacted

the dairy cows, which should significantly push us forward

the farming industry. Apart from maintaining government

towards our goal of becoming the most modern farm in

measures, we were affected by other unprecedented events:

Central Europe and one of the largest producers of organic

The steep rise in fuel and energy prices, inaccessibility to

milk in all of Europe. Today we can happily announce that

generation sources and volumes, impactful personnel issues,

we’ve successfully handled all the necessities with the Czech

and, last but not least, swings in the weather conditions that

authorities and have received the complete building and zon-

considerably decide our success in the given year. Despite all

ing permits. Via our tender process, we’ve already selected

of these obstacles, however, we can raise our heads high and

a partner to head the construction efforts. We believe this

say, “We made it!”

cooperation will be quite successful and the project will be

delicacies (both made with and without fish) were gobbled
up by everyone in attendance. Judging from the reactions
of our revered guests, we can say that the event went off
without a hitch.

launched according to plan. During October and November,
Since the start of the year, we have continued to cultivate our

we also worked on dismantling the hay shed, thus beginning

beautiful region of West Bohemia. Worth mentioning are the

the actual physical portion of the overall construction plan.

In closing, I would like to remember those most important
of all, without whom, our work would serve no purpose and
certainly wouldn’t be as successful. I want to thank my team

repairs made to the path that leads to Borovák Pond as well
as its recommission. Once again, we created many landscape

Despite the continuing coronavirus crisis, we managed

features, repaired a number of field roads, and planted an

to renew the tradition of holding several social events for the

accompanying tree line, which has become a place where the

company and friends, even as they travelled in from far away.

residents and visitors of the surrounding area come to take

Again this year, we organised the farm hunt, which saw many

frequent walks. Furthermore, we maintained and cultivated

partners getting involved and a particularly enjoyable accom-

the pond embankments and many other areas of nature.

panying programme. We also held company events

at Farma Otročín for how they approach their work, their
commitment, and their desire to win. I pray that our energy
and united vision give us the strength to overcome all operational concerns. I believe together we’ll see further success
in the coming years, all because we continue to pull in the
same direction. And for that, I am truly grateful.

in the form of spring go-kart races and harvest festivals.
On the farm’s grounds, we successfully modernised the
straw warehouse and its surroundings so they correspond

Towards the end of autumn, we prepared St. Hubert’s Mass,

with current standards. We’re continuing these efforts in

where we paid homage to Czech gamekeeping and remem-

modernising the workshops. Over the past few months here,

bered our colleague Jaroslav Veselý. Without a doubt, the

we installed a completely new heating system and, thanks to

highlight was the second annual fish harvest at Borovák

our construction team, we also finished building the needed

Pond. Around 800 guests gathered here in total, and that

facilities, namely the new sanitary areas and canteen.

included both an array of locals and visitors from the farthest

It’s here that, upon a few special occasions, we met together

corners of our republic. We were happy to see that many

as a large collective for a joint lunch and strengthened the

representatives from HOPI Holding also made time for the

harmony in our team.

event. There was something in the rich accompanying pro-

otrocin.cz

gramme for each participant, regardless of age, and various
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continued to stand for the quality of every product.

Farma Bemagro

In the second half of the year, we focused our strengths
on business activities. Now our products can be purchased
nearly anywhere in the Czech Republic.

Dearest colleagues and friends,

Livestock farming

Farm modernisation/robotisation

Allow me to reflect on the year 2021. We see it as a truly key

In this past year of livestock farming, we managed to meet

A fundamental decision was made in 2021 that saw Bemagro

year; it launched our farm in the direction of modernisation

capacity in our production stable and now we can milk around

take the path towards robotisation, and this path includes

for the coming years.

320 dairy cows per day with a daily milk yield of approx.

the acquisition of six fully automated milking robots. This

6,000 litres.

change will take place in the first half of 2022, where every

Bemagro at the starting line

single dairy cow will only be milked using the milking robots
Another positive step saw us advancing in our vision as our

and the milking parlour will be completely phased out.

Is it possible to connect robots, mobile telephones, new

dairy cows started giving birth to calves meant for meat

To implement this change, we will use our production stable,

technologies, modern applications, and agriculture in one?

production, who, after they’ve been weaned off milk, will be

as well as the second, non-productive stable, to increase

At Bemagro in 2022, the answer is yes!

sold for further feeding. In this way, Bemagro is establishing

the capacity of dairy cattle from 320 to 350. Aside from the

cooperation with Farm Otročín, which will provide us with

milking robots, we are acquiring a new cooling milk tank,

pregnant animals for replenishment and recovery purposes

three robotic slurry wipers, and a new grain silo. All of these

Plant production

at regular intervals. When artificially fertilising the cows, we

changes will be made with the idea of giving the cattle more

Right as winter changed to spring, we began fulfilling our

began to successfully use an insemination dose that ensures

space, in other words, the cattle can choose for itself to stay

vision for the farm. For part of the cultivated soil, we

that nine out of every ten animals born will be bull calves

out in the pasture, in the stable, in the milking robot, or at the

ploughed the first 60 hectares of grassy area and began

with only one heifer.

feeding trough because the gates to the pasture will remain

cultivating it as arable land. Our goal is to expand the 520
hectares of arable land to 800 hectares within the

open at all times. Does a more comfortable lifestyle for these
A great number of changes also took place with the beef cat-

animals even exist?

tle. We stopped transporting water to supply the pastures,
next five years. In this area, we would like to grow seed

instead choosing to create flow-through drinkers that don’t

stock intended for other ecological farmers both in the Czech

require an electric drive. We also purchased 90 pregnant

Republic and abroad.

French Limousin cows, thus increasing our total from 30

Human capital
I consider the successful start of stabilising our team to be

Mléko z pastvy

heads to 120. We acquired new acacia posts and have since

our greatest success. Throughout the year, I realised that

Despite this year’s particularly rainy weather, especially

begun building large functional enclosures. For us, our most

during the key months, we managed to harvest a sufficient

critical issue is receiving the building permit for two new

more than just their place of occupation. They live for this

amount of grazing stock and grain of suitable quality. The

stables to be used as winter quarters. 200 mother cows

business. I cherish their approach very much and am excited

stalked silage pea yielded nearly 20 tonnes per hectare, and

and 200 calves could then be stabled in each. The total beef

about our new emerging cooperation.

we harvested an average of 3.5 tonnes of maize per hectare.

cattle capacity in its basic state will increase from the original

The tractor drivers began learning how to use navigation

30 heads to 400 mothers and 400 calves. The stables are

In closing, I would like to thank all the employees and friends

systems in the tractors, we implemented several new and

designed so that the animals feel as comfortable as possible,

of Bemagro for their demanding and diligent work which

proven approaches when working the soil, and we decided

have the space they need during the winter, and can easily be

underwent many changes, as well as for their time spent

to further invest in technology. In the spring of 2022, we will

attended to by the keeper. We hope to complete construction

getting to know me during my first year at this company.

acquire a seeding machine with three seed stock chambers

in the near future

there were employees amongst us who see Bemagro as

that can sow seeds at two different depths. In practice, that
translates to only needing the tractor to pass over each field

The dairy
www.bemagro.cz

once when seeding our maize-legume crop combination,
instead of three times like in the past.

Plenty of changes were also made in the dairy over this last
year. We aimed to perfect the quality of our dairy products,
with a primary focus on standardisation. We narrowed our
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portfolio to streamline the overall production process and
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WhatsApp life
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WHATSAPP LIFE

HOPI CUP and HOPI BEST DRIVER 2021
An action-packed day for the whole
family!
On Saturday, September 11, our traditional cycle race HOPI
CUP was held, which we combined with the final round of the
HOPI BEST DRIVER competition for the first time ever.
200 athletes battled in the HOPI CUP
200 participants ages 18 and older participated in the cycle
race. As per tradition, the racers could choose between the
15 km and 55 km courses, however, this year, we also added

The HOPI BEST DRIVER is from the Czech Republic!

the new category “e-bike”. There is no denying our company’s positive attitude towards cycling; many of the athletes

Representatives from HOPI ČR, HOPI SK, and HOPI HU

were our own employees. This year, professional cyclist and

all participated in the fourth year of HOPI’s BEST DRIVER

co-founder of the “1.5 m” project, Roman Kreutziger, joined

competition. In the super finale, Tomáš Plášil from HOPI ČR

in the race and even praised the course.

proved to be the best and, thanks to his dexterity and skill
behind the wheel, won the main price: a Škoda Fabia.
Apart from the competition, the participants could also enjoy
the accompanying programme. One of the main attractions
was the simulation on stationary bikes. Everyone could feel
for themselves what it’s like to be a cyclist in traffic as
a lorry narrowly passes by them. The topic of safety is dear
to us, which is why we involved HOPI in the project “1.5 m”
this year. The project’s goal is to get people on the roads to
respect one another, to behave thoughtfully towards each
other, and to follow the rules, whether they’re in a car or on
a bike. Our cooperation with this initiative even captured the
interest of reporters from CNN Prima News, who filmed their
coverage right from the HOPI CUP.
Participants could also enjoy a tour of Baggyra, which was

HOPI BEST DRIVER

personally brought by racers Josef Kalina (3-time Dakar
winner) and Tomáš Šikola (7-time Dakar participant). Adult
visitors could even try their hand at changing tires in a pit
stop, and children had fun playing in the kids’ corner. We’re
happy that this action-packed day went so well.
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Digital Event

At the start of 2021, while the Czech Republic was deeply

Our only hope is that next time we’ll be organising a

submerged in the second wave of the coronavirus pandemic,

streamed event because it’s what we want to do, not be-

a question stood before us regarding the format we would

cause it’s our only choice.

use to make up the annual conference that had been cancelled in the autumn of 2020. There were so many things we
still wanted to say. In the end, we decided to stream a 100%
live broadcast.
There wasn’t much time to prepare and a mountain of technical and dramaturgic challenges laid ahead. Live broadcasts
have their rules and limitations. We prepared voice-overs,
jingles, profiles of the speakers, content for the LED wall,
a simultaneous translation for two channels, the web player,
an app that allows the audience to ask questions live, and so
much more. All of this was blended together in real time by
an 11-member team, where both cameramen and technicians worked alongside an editor, director, sound engineer,
and graphic artist.
And they only had one shot to make it happen with zero
preparations.
Three, two, one... The camera’s rolling, the audio’s on, the
stream is live, and we’re off. Breathe in, breathe out. “Good
morning, HOPI employees. Welcome to the first-ever
streamed conference known as the HOPI Holding
Digital Event...”
You’re talking into a cold camera surrounded by a dark background, with zero immediate feedback from your audience.
This is a discipline in and of itself, but it was our honour to
make it happen. And that’s both on the technical and organisational side as well as the dramaturgic and content side.
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The Annual HOPI Holding Conference
Was Held Again After Two Years
Two years have passed since we were all able to meet

Immediately after the conference ended, we split into teams

together for the annual HOPI Holding conference. Last

and set off on a scavenger hunt in the city. That led us to the

year’s conference couldn’t be held due to the government’s

location of the event’s evening programme, where any infor-

health-related measures. But that only made us enjoy com-

mal networking, alongside good food and drinks, could then

ing together for the first time in 2021 at the Clarion Congress

continue. Finally, we made it back to the hotel by taking the

Hotel even more. In addition, the hotel’s convenient location

specially arranged T15 tram, which was reserved just for us.

near the metro in Prague provided an array of opportunities
for a rich accompanying programme.

The second day was aimed at logistics, thus the jam-packed
2021 HOPI Holding conference concluded with useful

At the conference, we welcomed two distinguished guests.

information and motivation.

The first was Sean Culey, the author of the book Transition
Point, which focuses on the topic of society’s innovative
waves and gives perspective on which direction logistics
and the world of technology will take.
The second guest was Michal Menšík, the founder and head
of the logistics company Dodo, which specialises in last mile
delivery and provides services for clients such as Tesco,
Košík.cz, KFC, and Zoot. We listened to a story about his
beginnings in doing business as well as the philosophy
and vision of a fast-growing company.
The heads of each division at HOPI Holding then gave their
evaluations for this year and their outlook for the future.
Jiří Mlích spoke for logistics, Richard Tintěra on behalf of
the farms, Michal Škoda for food production, and Filip Sajler
reported on gastronomy.
Something new to this year was the round table format,
where all of the previous speakers and top members of management could sit together. The conference’s participants
could ask questions using the Slido app and a spontaneous
discussion then arose around them at the podium.
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Jan Ječmínek / HOPI HOLDING CONFERENCE

HOPI warrior 2021

For six years now, our best workers have received the title

Jan Škoda

Peter Macala

David Gogela

Pavel Pravec

HOPI Holding

HOPI Holding

HOPI Holding

HOPI CZ

Marketing Manager

Warehouse Operations

Head od Conrolling

CEO

Director

of HOPI Warrior. This reward belongs to loyal HOPI employees who have achieved extraordinary results and whose work
is appreciated not only by their supervisors but also their
colleagues. This proved to be true by the enthusiastic ovation
that could be heard while the symbolic “Warrior’s” swords
were awarded. And because the COVID-19 pandemic didn’t
allow us to announce the winners in 2020, several Warriors
from last year also stood amongst this year’s prize-winning
employees.
The award ceremony is traditionally held as part of the HOPI
Conference. This event is typically held in the country’s

Josef Pešek

Jana Hornová

Valerii Kasianchyk

Rasťo Gužík

HOPI CZ

HOPI CZ

HOPI CZ

HOPI SK

Sales leader

HR leader DC Prosějov

Picker

Shift leader DC Senec

Jacek Szynert

Balázs Csapó

Monica Sabau

Lenka Kandračová

HOPI PL

HOPI HU

HOPI RO

Perfect Canteen

Project Manager

Field Sales Executive

QA Manager

F&B Manager

Pavel Dostál

František Šindelář

Michal Škoda

Hollandia

Hollandia

Hollandia

Pruduction Manager

Warehouse Operator

CEO

capital, and so Prague’s Clarion Congress Hotel was chosen
as the conference location. This way, everyone could come
together in a single place.
For the evening event, we prepared a surprise complete
with a team game. The game led the participants through
the centre of Prague all the way to the famous Vltava River
island, Žofín, where the celebratory programme and the
announcement of the HOPI Warriors took place in the Žofín
Palace winter garden. The beautiful environment highlighted
just how extraordinary this moment was, especially
as it became an unforgettable experience for the majority
of the prize-winners.
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Antonín Jiroušek / HOPI WARRIOR

HOPI: Golden Partner
at the Logistics Conference
Eastlog 2021
On September 23rd and 24th, we once again had the

our competitors, but also to see and hear where this field

opportunity to be a golden partner of the Eastlog logistics

has moved to over the past couple of years.

conference. The event, which was held in the hall at the O2
Universum in Prague, opened with a speech from HOPI COO

It’s apparent that this technology is becoming more available

Jiří Mlích.

and the number of its suppliers is dramatically growing.
That means we’re not dependent on a single provider, rather

After the one-year lapse, 450 workers from the entire logis-

we can choose the companies with the best referrals that fall

tics market were able to meet in the same place for the first

in line with our own profile. It’s here that we established

could then continue the discussion with representatives from

time. The main theme – "New Day, New Challenges” – fully

several intriguing points of contact that have since led

our Sales Department, which resulted in a number of particu-

epitomised the world situation during the days of COVID-19.

to initial meetings. We can already confirm that a number

larly interesting meetings.

It was great to see hundreds of experts debate the current

of technologies and approaches will soon be implemented

difficulties and collaborative possibilities. The past months

in our corporate DNA.

The most positive lecture had to do with launching the warehouse for Nestlé in Prostějov. This story perfectly depicts

taught us that we’re capable of effectively functioning
remotely, however, in business, nothing can compete with

For partners and clients alike, we had an interesting pres-

this last year in HOPI. While the strictest anti-COVID-19

having in-person contact.

entation ready at our stand. In the presentation, we not only

measures were in place, we were able to complete the most

focused on the current possibilities of automation and the

successful transformation of the warehouse, all thanks to

All of the participants accepted this difficult time as a chal-

new approaches, but we also presented the corporate vision

the unbelievable hard work of every worker involved. And this

lenge and opportunity to change their approach to doing

of many automation options in two categories:

was done to the full satisfaction of our client Nestlé.

business. For instance, HOPI came out of this crisis much

The effectiveness of white and blue collars. Among other

stronger than before, even getting the most out of the sit-

things, those interested received information about the

The lectures were given by the two most authorised experts,

uation as it possibly could. An example of this is our TEAMS

current and scheduled usage of RPA technology, the paper-

David Piškanin and Katarína Dobišová from Nestlé. In this

meetings, which, not long ago, were seen as unimaginable.

less approach, AGV, AGH kiosks, the HIGH BAY warehousing

way, we received a comprehensive view of the project from

Now, not only are they often utilised but sometimes even

vision, the possibilities of automating the order preparation

both sides of the partnership. David described how

preferred. We also strengthened our ability to discover new

process, so-called “picking”, and much, much more. Another

to prepare yourself for the unexpected, what kind of people

paths towards making our processes more effective.

hot topic was information about HOPI entering into the sales

to involve in designing logistics solutions, how to choose the

We experienced an unavailability of human resources,

channel that only

right supplier, and how to unconditionally keep the promise
of a successful start. From the other side, we got detailed

which now acts as our engine for further technological
development. This helps us eliminate human inputs,

continues to see more and more use: E-commerce.

observations from the client. In other words, what we should

not only in terms of hardware but also software.

We demonstrated this opportunity for cooperation using our

watch for, what not to underestimate from inside the com-

new clients in Poland. We gave the clear signal, however, that

pany, and how important it is to both design and test your

Another frequent topic of discussion was sustainability

this platform won’t remain only localised for our Polish sub-

work correctly. We also received exceedingly warm praises

as well as the possibility of cooperation in automation.

sidiary. Our colleagues are currently preparing the so-called

from Katarína, which caused thunderous and appreciative

Our stand featured the same motto, where visitors had

“blueprint”, which will simplify implementation within the

applause from the entire hall.

access to our colleagues Petr and Tomáš, who have

scope of the entire HOPI world. Hopefully, I’m not implying

employed a serious amount of thought in this area.

too much when I reveal that we are currently pricing out the

Thank you to everyone for representing HOPI so well, and see

Not only was it interesting to exchange opinions with

first Czech “swallow”. Those engrossed by the presentation

you here again next year!
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Peter Macala / EASTLOG

HOPI Modletice

Modletice – New HOPI Holding Headquarters
At the start of the year, we rounded off our search for the
new HOPI Holding headquarters. In Modletice, we happened
upon the perfect building to meet our needs and intentions,
and it’s situated just a few hundred metres from DC Jažlovice.
The convenient location and the practically unlimited options
for rearranging the interior opened the path for us to further
develop this site.
Immediately after the purchase of the property, we started Phase 0 - adapting to the earliest possible move-in of
colleagues. We then started Phase 1, adapting the space on
the fly. The next phase, in which the interior and exterior will
be completely renovated in the future, is still to come. There
is also a building plot next to the land where the Campus
is located, where the preparatory and legislative steps are
underway for the future construction of a new warehouse,
which will fully exploit the potential of the area.
We have a lot to look forward to.
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Jan Ječmínek / HOPI MODLETICE

We Aimed to Make This Another Year
of Charity. In Which CSR Activities
Did We Succeed?
CZK 500,000 to help the villages impacted

disadvantaged people. At the same time, charities could

by the destructive tornado in South Moravia

save on food expenses for their clients. Donating prepared

This past year wasn’t particularly kind to a number of us.

meals from canteens and catering businesses, however, isn’t

The inhabitants of South Moravia in the Czech Republic

common practice in the Czech Republic yet. The Save Food

can attest to this, as they were hit by a destructive tornado

initiative (Zachraň jídlo) wants to change this situation, and in

towards the beginning of summer. A tornado of this mag-

order to raise awareness of this issue, it held an event called

nitude had never been seen before in these parts and its

Lunch in Need (Oběd v nouzi). And our subsidiary company,

effects resulted in many families losing the roof over their

Perfect Canteen, got involved as well. The volunteers took

heads. For this reason, HOPI Holding decided to take action.

the remaining, unissued meals from our canteens to organi-

We joined in quickly on the collection efforts to help

sations such as Naděje, Jako doma, The Salvation Army,

the afflicted villages and successfully donated half

St. Theresa Shelter Home, and the parish charity.

a million Czech crowns.
Perfect Canteen is testing REkrabičky (reusable containers)
Our foundation contributions are in good hands

At HOPI Holding, we’re always thinking about how our

This year, we got together with a number of our colleagues

activities impact the environment. To this end, we continue

as our subsidiary company Perfect Canteen held a celebra-

to search for solutions on how to be more considerate

tory opening for its new restaurant, Crystal na Bořislavce.

towards the planet in all of our subsidiaries. Further proof

We’re happy when corporate meetings also have charity

of this is when we joined Perfect Canteen with the Czech

in mind, which is why we decided to join this occasion with

project REkrabička a REkelímek (a project promoting the use

helping those in need. We collected and split CZK 60,200

of reusable containers and cups). We are currently testing

between the Tereza Maxová Foundation (helping children

this solution with success and plan to implement it in all

in need), The Beauty of Help Foundation (caring for senior

of our workplaces.

citizens), and the Paraplegic Center (supporting wheelchair
users). The contributions are in good hands and we believe

Hollandia and HOPI sponsor hockey in Karlovy Vary

this won’t be the last time we make them.

The family business HOPI has its roots in the city of Karlovy
Vary, which is why we’ve been a proud sponsor of HC Energie

Hollandia sent help to hospitals in the form

Karlovy Vary for many years. We celebrate their victories

of something delicious

together and experience their losses just the same. All sports

Hollandia lent a helping hand as well. The days of the corona-

have been negatively impacted by the pandemic over the

virus crisis aren’t easy, especially for physicians, nurses,

last two years. Games were postponed, training sessions

and all healthcare personnel. Fatigue is the great enemy.

were closed, and only a limited number of fans is allowed in

With this in mind, Hollandia decided to help the hospitals

stadiums. And it’s precisely the fans we had in mind, as they

by giving their workers the energy they need. A supply of BIO

support their favourite club just like we do. In cooperation

BiFi drinks arrived at Motol University Hospital as a small

with Hollandia, we prepared a game for them to win valuable

thank-you for their unflagging commitment.

prizes from the fan shop. All they needed to do was guess

500 000 Kč

under which of the cups the hockey puck was hiding. Thanks
Perfect Canteen joined the “Save Food” initiative

to this game, the Hollandia brand gained visibility in this

Food is often left over in canteens that could help serve

region while simultaneously making it clear that we don’t only
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care about what happens on the ice but in the stands as well.
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